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Dar ul Sukun 

Consolidated Monthly Event Report 

December 2019 

Note: The main activities and events are reported in this document. 

Comprehensive report of any branch can be furnished on request. 

International Day of persons with Disabilities 
promoting the participation of persons with disabilities and their leadership. 

The International Day of Persons with Disabilities (IDPD) has been annually observed on 3 

December around the world. The theme for this 2019 IDPD is 'Promoting the participation 

of persons with disabilities and their 

leadership: taking action on the 2030 

Development Agenda'. Dar ul Sukun a center 

for the children with physical and intellectual 

impairment, organized an awareness event by 

Debate on 3rd Dec 2019 10:am to 12:00 noon 

whiling involving people from different walks 

of life. Event was started by the recitations. 

Ms. Tayaba Physiotherapist at Dar ul Sukun 

Recited from Holy Quran. Mr. Raju staff of Dar 

ul Sukun Recited from Holy Geeta. Sr. Sana 

Recited from prayers from the Holy Bible.   

National Anthem was performed by the students of IDM in sign Language. screening an 

introductory documentary of Dar ul Sukun was played. promoting the participation of persons 

with disabilities and their leadership” this theme focuses on the empowerment of persons 

with disabilities for inclusive, equitable, and sustainable development as envisaged in the 2030 

Agenda for sustainable Development, which pledges to “Leave no one behind “and 

recognizes disability as a cross cutting issue, to be considered in the implementation of its 17 

sustainable Development Goals. 

People from Government, civil societies and private sectors were invited in the event. 

Students of Ida rue were the main audience who prominently participated they were with 

hearing, speech and visual impairment.    
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Keynote Speaker of the event: 

Ms. Cookie Lewis person with intellectual impairment was the keynote speaker who spoke 

about her life journey. Challenges that she faced and achievements that she received in 

different stages of her life. It was remarkable everyone appreciated her bluntness and 

confidence that she turned her barriers into bridges.  

First Speaker: “Promoting the participation of persons with disabilities and their leadership” 

Guest Speaker a founder member and currently 

Executive Director of Pakistan institute of labor 

Education and Research (PILER). He has written 

extensively on peace issues for academic journals 

and the national media. He is also a recipient of an 

Award Association for communal Harmony in Asia 

(ACHA). He was awarded Bulleh shah Award.  

He talked on the contribution of pwds and said 

there is a need for timely evaluations of strategies 

implemented to improve the participation and 

inclusion of person with disabilities. He said we have immense need to promote an 

understanding of disability issues and mobilize support for the dignity, rights and well-being 

of persons with disabilities.  

 

better inclusion for people with disability and seeks to create a society that enables people 

with disability to fulfil their potential as equal citizens.   

Speech by Dr. Zaib Taj: Is Future Accessible?  

An inspirational lady on wheels. Having spinal cord 

disability. MBBS Doctor and a motivational 

speaker/IL Trainer to empower all women with 

disabilities serving for the rights of persons with 

disabilities along with disabled welfare Association 

(DWA). 

She briefed her life story how she fell in physically 

disability and now how she is serving to the 

community with disability prioritize equity 

and accessibility, to remember the disabled people 

in our communities, to integrate them, to uplift them and their narratives. It is hopeful and observant. 

Shields were distributed to the Chief guest, Guest of Honor and guest speakers. Event was ended with 

the hi- tea announcement.  
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International Day of persons with Disability Celebrated at Governor House: 

Children of Dar ul Sukun participated in the event of Governor House. Our children took part in stage 

performance and speeches and proved that persons with disabilities have the abilities to perform 

things in different way because achievers don’t do different things they do things in different way 

that what they proved. 

  

Secretary Finance Government of Sindh Visited Dar ul Sukun to celebrate International day 

of Person with Disabilities: 

Secretary Finance Government of Sindh Mr. Syed Hassan Naqvi visited Dar ul Sukun to 

celebrate International day of Person with Disabilities and to meet the children who are 

differently able. He acknowledged the talent of DUS children and took oath for the 

betterment and inclusive society for them. 
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World Human Rights Day: 

 Dar ul Sukun celebrated Human rights day with social media awareness campaign to broadcast 

disability and to raise awareness about human rights for the children with disability with below 

objectives.  

# Youth Standing Up for Human Rights: 

Why Youth? 

 Youth participation is essential to achieve 
sustainable development for all. 
Participation in public life is a fundamental principle 
of human rights. Young people are seeking to 
participate in all decisions that have a direct and 
indirect impact upon their wellbeing. They need to 
be heard to inform more effective decision-making 
and achieve sustainable development for all. 

 Youth can play a crucial role in positive change.  
Young people have always been major drivers of 
political, economic and social transformation. They 
are at the forefront of grassroots mobilizations for 
positive change and bring fresh ideas and solutions 
for a better world. 

 Empowering youth to better know and claim their 
rights will generate benefits globally. 
Young people are often marginalized and 
encounter difficulties in accessing and enjoying 
their rights because of their age. Upholding their 
rights and empowering them to better know and 
claim them will generate benefits globally. 
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Capacity Building session on Dyslexia: 

Mr. Saad physio therapist Dar ul Sukun gave the session on Dyslexia and explained, Dyslexia is a 

common learning difficulty that can cause problems with reading, writing and spelling. It's a specific 

learning difficulty, which means it causes problems with 

certain abilities used for learning, such as reading and 

writing. Unlike a learning disability, intelligence isn't 

affected and enlightened:  

 Difficulty reading, including reading aloud. 

 Slow and labor-intensive reading and writing.  

 Problems spelling. 

 Avoiding activities that involve reading. 

 Mispronouncing names or words, or problems 
retrieving words 
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Advocating Disability Session on Abuse Neglect and exploitation: 

Disability is a human rights issue and people with disabilities have the same inalienable rights 

to life and welfare, education and work, access to all community facilities, self-determination, 

independent living and active participation in all aspects of society as all other human beings. 

A session on Advocating Disability which is about acting, speaking or writing to promote, 

protect and defend the human rights of people with disability was given by Ms. Ana Danial to 

the students of University of Karachi department of Zoology to include the in mainstream in 

all aspects of life. 

 

Session on # Be Fearless “Accepting the Exceptional” 

Persons with disabilities in Pakistan experience 

diehard challenges because they remain badly 

and widely neglected strata of the society. 

Although the state has ratified the UN 

convention on the rights of persons with 

disabilities, yet barely anything tangible has 

been achieved by the state towards the end of 

ameliorating the sufferings of PWDs. 

Consequently, PWDs continue to be vulnerable 

and dependent on the families, institutions or 

at the mercy of social agents. Ms. Ana taught that we have to be fearless to accept the 

children with special needs who are develop differently from most others or students who 

have exceptional learning styles, exceptional talents, or exceptional behaviors. 
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Broadcasting Disability: 

# I can’t change the direction of the wind, but I can 

adjust my sails to always reach my destination. 

Dar ul Sukun believes in possibilities and striving to 

make society clear that there’s no excuse if you are 

willing to make possible, impossible. We engage 

our children in sports and other physical fitness 

activities and showcasing their talents via social 

media movements to “Broadcast disability”.  

 

 

Christmas Celebration with The Children of Dar ul Sukun: 

Christmas which means "Feast day of Christ" is a Christian holiday that refers to the birth of 

Jesus and a cultural holiday for non-Christians. Gift-giving, family and other social gatherings, 

symbolic decoration, feasting. Children of Dar ul Sukun celebrated Christmas with national 

and international visitors. They performed on different skits and enjoyed the season. 
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Monthly Activities at Dar ul Sukun Rehabilitation Department 

KINDERGARTEN SEASON ACTIVITY: 

Winter Activity of snow man making was 

the theme to highlight the Christmas 

season with cut and paste worksheets 

kids colored and cut out each picture, 

paste it to the appropriate areas. It is a 

practice for hand and eye coordination. 

Kids love doing a variety of arts and crafts 

as an outlet to be creative and have some 

fun. It has a bilateral coordination 

coloring, drawing, cutting; pasting all 

requires the child to use both of their 

hands together.  

 

MATHS ACTIVITY 

Counting with beads and buttons sorting math’s activity was organized 

for kids. It is a great activity for the fine motor skills and development. 

Counting can help children to learn about measurements, learning 

about patterns and sorting, and learning about shapes and space. 

Teaching children about to count involves helping children 

understanding the meaning of numbers. 

 

 

Counting Activity with Popsicle sticks: 

CRAFT STICK MATHS 

The activity was incorporated in the occupational therapy 

department room through a play with Popsicle sticks of counting 

for building the fine motor skills. This activity involves children 

counting out the value for each number and placing how many pop 

sticks. It is a great opportunity for the kids to learn and to practice 

counting out loud, recognize and name numbers and also develop an understanding of the 

value of numbers.  
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DEVELOPMENT OF PRE WRITING TRACING SKILLS: 

PREWRITING SKILLS 

Tracing activity is scheduled in the academics course which can help 

children develop fine motor skills, which can aid them with other tasks 

such as learning to write. It helps students with developmental 

disabilities it is also develop math and language skills. The benefits of 

tracing can be including for the improvement of in hand eye 

coordination, dexterity and spatial awareness. 

 

Hand shape paper Flower Crafts 

Activity: 

Arts and crafts help children to develop 

many life skills. When they are focused, 

they build their sensory, cognitive and 

emotional skills. Paper crafts need kids 

to fold, cut or join pieces of paper to 

make something and thereby help in 

developing their motor coordination. 

When they work on these tasks 

together they also develop their socio 

emotional skills  

 

 

LETTER “A” ALPHABET RECOGNITION THROUGH BEADS PLAY: 

Alphabetic recognition is called letter recognition or letter 

identification. Letter recognition activities refer to the ability to 

visually recognize letters of the alphabet through hands on learning. 

This includes the ability to name each letter. Letter recognition is 

important for kids because it enables beginning readers to figure 

out that how text is associated with spoken language. 

 

  

Bonfire winter camping Activity for the children of Dar ul Sukun 

The Activity was incorporated through different exciting Activities the ambiance was created 

with the ideal campsite and with the necessary supplies it made the children realized the 

amazing benefits of being outdoors. 

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.2845416438848839&type=3&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARBjoPpj09G1LrSVRIiqXPOQRog5aL3P7ObKrSX6AJR_8ZRv0ILOce_j4vRM_gkfIXi0kF811pBqSokrqar4fHMVGkcsKYMB6EZ2r4mLnSJovkiyj4zFzc4-Y-cXWzzv9nKvFG7Z3zy69i6iIX5JSlGTos0VfXbB9WJqiAZ-4QOQ5OS7Ajub0HkoEgE4QEZ1aDFgED46dulWiRea3NOGoQPiQ_JXx5tRAhLjDhSvp5MYTbOIEIeib0LHQQsoyeuwo4s33gyfYx2jtSxj8xOvsNfvNDGQicYTCj-ypJGEsh9PIa6EsTGKScXorxkO_Sl2cEw0Zp61KQvSUj-jcxQSX2Wgx5wRgq0OJk93O674nDn8i-oN-eczbP1mA1xVCWUyhGcjpHFGGyo2qvuQDjhgnpBzxYWUC2DHTvgetP8zbbV12TBPn3x0ugIn2wtDif7tBP_sthbNCvtgHVVJ4oiC&__tn__=-UC-R
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The concept was to have a campfire night and cook as well the whole staff prepared the Bar 

B Que for the Children and served soup as well. That was cozy, fun, magical, and a sense of 

adventure of like an outdoor trip. They have the enjoyment and the excitement of being 

around a campfire. They also learned about outdoor meal preparations. 

Involving the children in campfire is the best way to teach them. To learn some safety rules. 

 

 

The Activity was started with Decorations and the great Ambiance there were different fairy 

lights on the tent houses to create a magical world for children. There were hanging Lanterns, 

floor mattresses were around with cozy cushions so that the children can enjoy the bonfire 

and to enjoy the movie on projector. 

The movie was screened on projector was “polar Express” the children really enjoyed the 

movie and also enjoyed the folk music. In the backyard area the staff was making bar b que 

and soup for the special evening and the activity was ended with the dance performances. In 

this Activity Volunteers from different institutions participated and also contributed and were 

helping hands of this activity. 
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Monthly Activities at Dar ul Sukun Quetta Chapter 

I-Learn Tuition Centre Essa Nagri Town 

International Day of Persons with disabilities (IDPD) 3rd Dec 

On 3rd Dec I-Learn Centre celebrated 

(IDPD), this day marks the International 

Day of Persons with Disabilities, 

highlighting that disability is part of the 

human condition and a manifestation of 

diversity in our societies. Aim to promote 

the rights and wellbeing of persons with 

disabilities. The students in particular were 

made aware of the problems faced by the 

people facing disability issues, the 

importance of self-realization, belief, 

courage and confidence, the sensitivity that world needs to offer to the people and treat them 

equally and the encouragement these people derive from positivity. These topics were 

discussed in the simplest, most basic manner to help the 

students relate to them. They were encouraged to love 

and respect all, with the intention to imbue the essential 

human values in them. 

Celebration started with recitation of Holy Quran and 

Holy Bible by learners. Disable people were invited in the 

event and they shared their life stories and struggle with 

us.  

                      

The program was followed by the activities with learners in which students come to know 

about the deep meaning of disability when they experience these things by the activity. 

Gift of Christmas stuff and winter stuff was distributed among disables. Event came to end 

with inspirational speech by Ms. Iram in which she thanked teachers and applauded the 

efforts in making the celebration and congratulated the little participants and encouraged 

them and teachers to keep up the good work. 
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(I-Learn Tuition Centre Essa Nagri) 

Christmas celebration 16th Dec 

            
I-Learn Centre Celebrated Christmas in all its joy and happiness. Christmas brings cheer and 
love and we celebrated it with the same fervor, spreading the message of love and joy among 
our children. Several activities such as decorating Christmas Trees and Stockings, making 
Christmas Cards and Hand-crafted bells were organized for the students.  Christmas is a time 
to give and forgive. Celebrated everywhere as a joyous family affair, we too, at Centre 
celebrated Christmas as a happy time of our children. 

                
  

                
Students presented most beautifully the concept of Christmas accompanied by dance 
performance and carols. The children were told about the birth of Lord Jesus and the legend 
of Santa Claus. The boundless joy of celebrating the celebration was amply visible on the faces 
of the children.  
The program drew to a close with Christmas cake cutting. We all enjoyed a lot. 
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WE (Stitching and Embroidery Centre) 

Two Days Workshop of making DIY Yarn Orbs 4th and 5th of Dec 

 On 4th and 5th of Dec Ms. Iram conducted workshop in 

WE Centre Bashir Abad of making DIY yarn orbs. Its aim 

to providing inpspiring guidance, techniques and 

approches in varoius medium to amateur artists. it also 

help them refreshing their minds. Ms.Iram taught them 

the procedure of making yarn orbs and taught them how 

can put your energy 

together and make 

something fun and beautiful by using raw material from 

household items. Girls also shared their ideas and made 

beautiful orbs. Girls showed great interest in this workshop.   

These type of activity gives everyone opportunity to enhance 

their capacity and talent, the outcome was fabulous. Anyone involve in designing and making 

needs to know what material are available, how they behave how to obtain them and how to 

use them. They comeout with wonderful ideas and participated enthusiastically. 

                         

 

WE (Stitching and Embroidery Centre) 

Certificate distribution Ceremony Batch-8  

On 10th Dec 2019 Dar-ul –Sukun Staff organize 

certificate Distribution ceremony for the trainees of WE 

(Stitching and Embroidery Centre) who successfully 

completed their 6 months’ certification. 

Bashir Abad Quetta is a place where majority of the girls 

and women are not educated. So Dar ul Sukun has been 

running a WE center for these girls.  

Event started with recitation of Holy Quran by learner and Holy Bible by Master Augustin. 

Then Girls performed a beautiful welcome. 
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Our Guests Master Augustin, Sir Attaullah Kakar from Homenet Pakistan and sir Hameedullah 

from BRSP participated in the ceremony of distribution of diploma certificates.  

 In the speech Ms. Musarat and Ms. 

Suman introduce WE Centre and told 

that Through the years WE (Stitching 

and Embroidery Centre)  initiative has 

not only played a significant role in 

training the marginalized communities 

especially the girls and women , but has also brought an integral change in the lives of 

society’s unprivileged  class , by providing them  sustainable skill development and vocational 

training initiatives to create inclusive economic growth for the poor and most vulnerable 

sections of Pakistani society  and employability to ensure a sustainable livelihood. 

Some students shared their stories aswell, their journey in WE Centre troughout the course 

and their achievements and their multiple new experiences here. It was really wonderful to 

hear them. 

Mr. Attaullah from Homenet Pakistan congratulated the passing out candidates and gifted 

Sewing machine to Dar ul Sukun from the behalf of Homenet Pakistan and also appreciated 

the efforts taken by Skills Development Staff to empower the marginalized with communities. 

It was our great achievement. 

    

The girls got trained in subjects like hand embroidery, cutting, sewing, hand work, home 

economics and adda work. The girls made their practical copies also. In the last week, the girls 

had their final examinations. All the girls were present in the exam and did a great Job. Ms. 

Iram (coordinator) was present during the examinations for the monitoring. After the 

examinations the results were made and were announced along with certificate distribution. 

The parents of all the girls were present. 

The girls were really happy and were thankful to Dar ul Sukun for providing them such an 

opportunity and they were also thankful to Ms. Musarat and Ms. Suman (Teachers of the 

WEs Center) for being so supportive and teaching them so well. After the certificates 

distribution the event come to with thank you note by Ms. Iram. 
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Monthly Activities in Dar ul Sukun Centre for the Older People 
Wall painting On Account of International day of persons with Disability 

Is Future Accessible for the elderly with Disability? 

On 3rd December 2019 on account of international day with disabilities senior citizens of Dar ul Sukun 

painted different walls in city to tell the society that elderly with disabilities are not liability of this 

society but they could be the asset with different abilities so can we provide them the disability friendly 

society? 

 

Learning landscape session on Hip deformities 

On 6th December 2019 an intern from IIRS 

university miss Anaa Yousuf gave an 

informative session on different hip 

pathologies in elderly. She informed her 

audience about the deformities caused in 

elderly due to risk of fall and deteriorating 

age of bones. She explained different risk 

factors and symptoms related to hip 

dislocations and fractures in elderly. She also 

explained pathologies found in elderly due to 

bone’s deterioration in progressive age. She 

concludes her session by explaining 

precautions should be taken and different 

treatment protocols followed in these pathologies.  
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Awareness session on Age Friendly 

Society  

On 7th December 2019 Miss Sara conducted 

an awareness session with young 

generation on steps should be taken in 

order to help elderly live as much as possible 

independent life. She shed a light on steps 

we should consider as care takers of elders 

of our society to help them lead respectful 

and easy life. 

 

 

Learning landscape session on 

geriatric care 

On 9th December 2019 Miss Madiha an IIRS 

university intern conducted a session on 

geriatric care. In her session she briefly 

explains how to modify our living places 

according to our elders. She explains 

different modifications could be done in our 

work places and our homes so that our elders 

can move around and live independent life. 

She also explains emergency medical steps 

every individual of society should know while 

living with or around elders. 

 

Fun Fay with Fortunes: 

Today’s psychologists believe; cooking without a doubt nourishes your psychological well-being; it 

soothes the soul and the mind, at its core, cooking is comprehensive meditation with the assurance of 

a good, healthy meal as the reward. Keeping in mind this thought Darul sukun organizes a day for its 

senior citizens dedicated to making healthy food on 11th December. 
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Capacity Building session  

On 13th December 2019 Mr. Waqas an IIRS volunteer conducted a session on disease named as Canavan 

disease. He defined this disease as degenerative disorder that causes progressive damage to nerve 

cells in the brain, and is one of the most common degenerative cerebral diseases of infancy. He 

explained its symptoms. According to him Canavan disease typically appear in early infancy usually 

between the first three to six months of age then progresses rapidly from that stage, with typical cases 

involving intellectual disability 

● loss of previously acquired motor 

skills 

● feeding difficulties, abnormal muscle 

tone (i.e., floppiness or stiffness; 

hypertonia) 

● poor head control 

● megalocephaly (abnormally enlarged 

head) 

● Paralysis 

● Blindness 

● seizures  

He concludes his session by explaining its treatment, according to researches there is no cure for 

Canavan disease is known, nor is there a standard course of treatment. Treatment is symptomatic and 

supportive. Physical therapy may help improve motor skills, and educational programs may help 

improve communication skills. 
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Group Psychotherapy session 

Think about the pain you hold onto and how it shuts you down to joy. Can you imagine what your life 

would be like if you had never taken that 

on? Wouldn't it be incredible to skip the 

pain and regret when something 

negative happens? This is why it's so 

important to have compassion for 

others, as well as yourself. When you see 

through the eyes of compassion, you 

send love to the pain. You no longer 

make others' pain your own. Everyone 

especially our elders are feeling the 

stress and pressure. Dar ul Sukun 

believes more than ever, we each are 

needed to see through the eyes of 

compassion for others and for ourselves. 

Believing this thought different volunteers from Bahria institute of professional psychology conducted 

a session with our elders on 14th December 2019 on importance of compassion for each other with our 

residents. 

 

Training session on Angelman disease 

On 17th December 2019 a session was conducted headed by Miss Maria an IIRS volunteer on Angelman 

disease. She defined that Angelman disease is a genetic disorder that mainly affects the nervous 

system and is caused by new mutation rather than one inherited from a person's parents. Angelman 

syndrome is due to a lack of function of part of chromosome 15 inherited from a person's mother. This 

disease is symptomized in first year of age as 

● small head 

● a specific facial appearance 

● severe intellectual disability 

● developmental disability 

● speaking problems 

● balance and movement problems 

● seizures 

● sleep problems 

● a happy personality 

● a particular interest in water 

she explains different diagnostic techniques to 

diagnose this disease and according to researches 

this disease can only be managed by early intervention with physiotherapy is sometimes used to 

encourage joint mobility and prevent stiffening of the joints. Speech and Language Therapy is 

commonly employed to assist individuals with Angelman syndrome and their communication issues. 
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Rehabilitation Through Sports Therapy  

Adequate recreational activities increase health and physical development by improving sensory 

development, reducing obesity and stimulating blood cells and helps us stay fit and active which will 

benefit us in the long run. They can ward off health problems like obesity and heart ailments in life. We 

also arrange different outdoor activities for our elderly and make them participate in all of them with 

full enthusiasm. 

 

Learning landscape session on tay-sach’s Disease in Elderly 

On 20th December 2019 an IIRS university volunteer gave a session on disease named tay-sach’s 

disease. Tay-sach’s is a genetic disorder that results in the destruction of nerve cells in the brain and 

spinal cord. Tay–Sachs disease, becomes apparent around three to six months of age with the baby 

losing the ability to turn over, sit, or crawl. This is then followed by seizures, hearing loss, and inability 

to move. For diagnosis the initial testing involves an enzyme assay to check activity of different 

enzymes in body. As of 2010 there was no treatment that addressed the cause of Tay–Sachs disease 

or could slow its progression; people receive supportive care to ease the symptoms and extend life by 

reducing the chance of contracting infections. 
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Eco therapy to Restore the Resort of Nature 

Eco therapy is based on the idea that people 

are connected to and impacted by the natural 

environment. Many clinicians believe that 

personal well-being and planetary well-being 

are not separate from each other. They believe 

that the earth has a self-righting capacity 

which operates through complex systems of 

integrated balance, and that if people can 

harmonize with these systems, they may 

experience improved mental health. We all 

know that working with nature is always 

calming and soothing for our mind and soul. On 21st  

 

December 2019 Dar ul Sukun arranges different activities to connect our mother nature and our 

elderly. 

Laughter Yoga 

On 23rd December 2019 Miss Iqra Iqbal, physical therapist Dar ul Sukun headed a psychotherapy session 

on laughter yoga with our residents. She applied laughter therapy to reduce stress and anxiety from 

their lives.  

 

 

Ageing Rights working group session 

On 24th December 2019 Mr. Muhammad Bilal, Physical therapist Dar ul Sukun conducted a session on 

the topic of social protection. He explains that there is no doubt we should give our elders the care 

they need but with this we should also give them social security they need. Economically we should 

make them independent. They should be given all the social and financial rights they deserve. 
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CHRISTMAS PARTY WITH THE RESIDENTS OF DAR UL SUKUN  

Christmas is an annual festival commemorating the birth of Jesus Christ, observed primarily on 

December 25 as a religious and cultural celebration among billions of people around the world. This 

festival brings joy and happiness among us. Darul sukun also celebrates this festival with full zeal and 

zest with its residents and hosts a dinner party for its residents on 25th December 2019. 

  

 

Christmas Day celebration 

Residents, staff and our volunteers from different field came together on this jubilant day to celebrate 

the festive glee of Christmas. Residents made each other gifts as token of love and gratitude for each 

other and enjoy dancing. 
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Ageing Sensitization session 

On 28th December 2019 Miss Iqra Sattar, physical therapist Dar ul Sukun conducted a session with our 

volunteers on oral hygiene. She explains that oral hygiene is important for our overall health, as mouth 

is gate way to our stomach. She also explains different disease related to mouth which occurs in an 

individual when they ignore oral hygiene.  
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